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From the Rectory: ‘The LoneLiness of LenT’.

Many of us may have settled into the
rhythm of lockdown, establishing routines
that make the current level 5 restrictions manageable and even bearable. Many more of us may be finding the never-ending tedium and isolation of recent weeks and months monstrously difficult to cope with. Even
those of us with families and significant others within our walls may well
be struggling. This past twelve months will have tested relationships and
communication skills, sometimes beyond our limits. As incidences of domestic abuse, self-harm and even suicide are on the rise, it is vital as a
society and as a community that we find ways of reaching out to those
who are vulnerable and offering whatever care and support we can.
For most of us, our struggle with loneliness does not necessarily lead to
such dark and difficult places. We may simply be fed up, lethargic, depressed, all of which is natural and understandable. However, the habits
we generate (or slip into) now, will have positive or negative impacts
when all this is over. With alcohol consumption on the rise, along with
binge watching TV or boxsets, we are actually slipping into practices
that are actually depression- inducing. We all know alcohol is a depressant, and yet we feel we need something to numb the pain or emptiness of our daily existence. Similarly watching TV, over-engaging in social
media, wallowing in pornographic material, are all draining our spirits
and sucking the joy out of our souls. What we are inevitably looking for in
all these things is ‘distraction’, anything that will take us away from the
mind-numbing daily grind. Some of us find comfort in food, some in
walking, many in sports and exercise. All of this is a search for meaning,
value and relevance.
Which brings me to the loneliness of Lent. One of the most comforting
things I find in being a Christian is that God truly understands everything
we are going through, not just because He’s God, but because he himself has gone through so much of what we experience. As we struggle
to cope, and even survive, the loneliness we feel remember those 40
days and nights in total isolation in the wilderness. The tedium, the hunger, the emptiness, the extremes He endured. Remember the physical,
emotional and even psychological struggles he experienced.

Remember, but don’t feel guilty, rather feel thankful. Some in our
community can count on one hand the people they have physically
met over the past twelve months. Yes there have been phone calls,
texts and messages, even letters and cards, but the act of meeting and
interacting with them has been stolen by this nasty virus. Even there,
there is connection with God, who met no one for forty days, except the
one who would try to tempt and destroy Him.
One of the hardest aspects of being a pastor at this time is not being
able to be physically present with you all in your homes, not being able
to even hug you, or offer any comfort during dreadfully difficult times.
And yet, here too there is hope. If we can endure this long season of
Covid-restricting Lent; and indeed if we can do more than just survive it
but actually grow through it; Good things are coming. With vaccines
being delivered, a post-Covid world is not just tangible but attainable.
Now is the time to begin to prepare for this, to put in place what lessons
we need to learn from these past 12 months, to lay foundations for a
society that is less self-serving and self-seeking. One of the key learnings
of the past year has been that ‘Belonging’ matters, being part of
something beyond ourselves matters, community matters. However, we
would be naïve in the extreme to assume that this will just happen, that
everyone will continue to be kind and considerate, that everyone will
leave behind what wasn’t working. Breaks between restrictions have
patently shown this simply won’t happen. We need to make it happen;
and it starts here, now in the season of Lent, of preparation, of isolation
and reflection.
if you think about it, this is exactly why Jesus went into the lonely desert,
to prepare to change the world. It wasn’t easy and it cost Him
everything, but because of the foundations he laid in the desert, Hope
became reality, Joy became achievable, and Love became
unconditional. Not a bad vision for the next forty days.
Shalom

Baden
Our Sympathy
We extend heartfelt sympathy to everyone who has been bereaved in
recent weeks: Especially to George Wilkin and his family on the death of
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his cousins John and Sylvia Holmes who sadly died within a week of
each other before Christmas. Also to Mai Mason on the death of her last
surviving sister Peig Hannon in November. To the family and friends of
Elizabeth Fisher (nee Marks) who died peacefully in January, especially
her beloved husband Cedric, daughters Juliette and Sally-Anne and
their families. Elizabeth and Cedric were married in Christ Church Bray in
1963 and celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary aboard the
Dawntreader in 2013. We were very sorry to hear of the passing of
Katherine Haworth’s father Tom Jameson last week. Also to Carol
Reynolds on the death of her uncle, Sam Dukelow. And to Jason
Warnock on the death of his cousin, Nigel Pim. Also to Philip Corr on the
death of his uncle, Tony. Our love and prayers to each and every one.
Musical Maestro moves on!
John Morris officially became our Musical Director in 2009, although he
had kindly helped us with our Christmas Services in 2008. He is a
consummate musician with a gifted sense and understanding of
Anglican liturgy which he readily translated for parishioners of all ages in
the wide range of services he developed. A number of parishioners
have referred to his sensitivity and support when playing for the funeral
service of a loved one. My abiding memory of John is actually from
watching him playing piano at one of the Sheevawn Musicals in the
Mermaid Theatre some years ago as he literally ‘bopped along’ to the
music he was so skilfully playing and so obviously enjoying. This is the
hallmark of John’s ministry of music and worship with us; a sense of joy, a
sensitivity to the context of the service, and an openness to the Spirit
which led to many sublime moments over the years where John would
adapt the hymns to something that was said in a sermon, or that fitted
the evolving theme of the service perfectly.
John’s last services with us were on Christmas Day, and as ever he gave
everything to ensuring those worshipping with us at home were brought
deeply into the presence of God. We wish John every blessing as he
explores new Chapters in his ministry and thank him so much for all he
has brought us and taught us. We hope to have an appropriate
‘gathering’ when restrictions allow to say our farewells and our thanks in
a more fulsome way.

Baden
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A health update from Baden : Thorn in my flesh.
‘Therefore, in order to keep me from being too full of myself, I was given
a thorn in my flesh,… to torment me. Three times I pleaded with the Lord
to take it away from me. But he said to me, ‘my grace is sufficient for
you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.’ 2 Corinthians 12:7-9
A number of you have kindly been asking me lately how I’m getting on.
Invariably the answer includes the word ‘complicated’. Thankfully the
Covid symptoms are all but gone, my voice is much stronger again and
my energy levels are increasing every day. However, about 10 days ago
I started experiencing all-too-familiar pains in different parts of my body.
It looks like the fibromyalgia might have been triggered by the Covid, or
has it? (and this is where the word complicated comes in!). The main
symptoms of Long Covid and fibromyalgia are practically identical to
one another, so much so that there is no way of knowing which I have.
The only way it might become clearer is that if the symptoms ease
quickly, it’s probably long Covid. So what does all this mean? It means
that I have persistent aches and pains all over my body which may, in
time, cause chronic fatigue. What it doesn’t mean, is that I will have to
take extended periods of time off again, like I did in 2002/2003 and
2016/2017. My time in Harold’s Cross Hospice in 2017 has given me tools
to better deal with whatever this is. By keeping steadily active, regular
exercises including swimming when the gyms reopen, I should be able
to, what my doctor call, ‘muscle through’ it. But it will be slow,
sometimes frustratingly slow.
Those of you who shared my journey with fibromyalgia before, may feel
fed up by all this, overwhelmed even. I share your feelings and
frustration, but I genuinely believe I have the tools to work through this
next few months if I take it steady and keep it simple. In some ways it
may actually be easier to manage due to current restrictions. It is my
intention to be present at Sunday services, taking part to what ever level
I am able. I also intend to prioritise pastoral care and especially funerals.
Since the end of January I have been working in the office for 2 to 3
hours a day, (it gets me out of the house and keeps me active).
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I plan to continue this but will revert to taking Tuesdays and Fridays off.
Words cannot properly express how very sorry I am that this has
happened for a third time. Obviously, there is little I can do about how it
triggered, but I am painfully aware of what my illnesses have put this
parish community through over the years.
My only comfort comes from the verse I quoted above, one of my
favourites. We have seen over the past 23 years what God can do with
my weaknesses, Narnia Exhibitions, Temple Carrig School, our Christmas
Tree Festival, and the Lighten our Darkness festival, all emerged after
protracted times of illness. None of them would have become anything
more than a wistful dream but for the courage, creativity and
commitment of so many of you who bought into the ‘crazy’.
When I emerged from fibromyalgia in 2017, I promised myself I wouldn’t
put you through this again, and yet here we are; only three years later
at the beginning of another uncertain year, struggling with frailty and
weakness, and yet there is so much to look forward to, as we allow God
to make his power perfect through our weakness, as we wait and see
what he’s going to do through us.

Shalom

Baden

Listening process
With all this in mind it is very timely and essential that we take the time to
pray and prepare for what God has next. A huge part of this
preparation is listening to one another. Over the coming weeks we will
begin that listening process in small groups, many online, some by
phone conversations, and by WhatsApp. God knows where he is
leading us to, our duty is to trust, obey and follow. B
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A Man Called Noah
Introduction
I have long been fascinated by Noah and the unique call God
had on his life. As we begin our Lenten pilgrimage I want to offer
you (such as it is) a chance to imagine the events that led to
catastrophe but ultimately to new life. A new chapter will be
added to the blog section of the website
www.christchurchbray.ie each week. I include the first chapter in
this edition of In Touch to give you a taster. If you can’t access
the website we can deliver paper copies to you instead. B
Chapter 1 The Mark of Cain
He was already an old man, over 500 years of living in this dry arid
land, eking out an existence. Each morning he would waken
early and stand at the entrance of his tent, gazing east towards
the distant oasis, a shock of green standing out from the brown
scorched earth. It was a haven of palm trees, fresh clean water
and many tents and wooden houses that were filled with a
mixture of races that had one thing in common, suspicion and
hostility for the stranger who lived at the far end of the valley, in
the dark shadow of an ancient forest they believed to be cursed.
Noah was a simple man, happy to accept his lot in life, giving
thanks to his God every morning for bringing him and his beloved
wife safely to the beginning of yet another day. He was also a
dreamer, dreaming daily of having a farm where he would grow
plants and trees, and vines, lots and lots of vines! As a wandering
nomad with enough sheep to keep him and his family well fed for
the foreseeable future he yearned for a time that he would not
have to beg those who lived around the distant oasis; when he
could move to his own oasis and not be answerable to anyone
except his God. He was not a heavy drinker but each morning as
he gazed East to say his prayers he would allow himself a moment
of wistfulness as he wondered what it would be like to drink a
skinful of his own wine, fermented from his own grapes.
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This daily dream always turned his heart back to God, who alone
would be able to convince the leaders of the distant oasis settlement to allow him to build a water channel through the valley to
where he and his wife had pitched their tents all those years before. He could picture in his mind's eye the valley before him
filled with green grass, fresh crops and rows upon rows of flourishing vines. ‘God of my fathers’, he would begin ‘All I need is water, all I have is these few sheep and this strange dark forest of
trees that reaches to the heavens with dark wood with leaves
that never fall’. As he continued to utter long familiar prayers, his
mind would wander back to the days he and his new bride arrived in the valley.
They had travelled many miles to find a place to call their own;
far enough away from those who sought to harm them, and still
near enough to keep contact with their own family should need
arise. As Noah prayed for his family, his thoughts turned to his father Lamech. Word had reached him that his father's health was
failing: that soon he and Naamah would have to leave this dried
out valley and return to his father’s tents to take over his father's
flocks. Not surprising the warning of Lamech’s failing health had
been delivered by his ancient grandfather, Methusaleh, who was
already 869 years old and still so much healthier and stronger
than his dying son who was only a mere 682 years old and unlikely to see many more.
Noah sighed, despite his relative youth, at 500 years he felt
stretched, old and tired, so very tired. He was worn out by the
harsh toil and constant struggles to access the life sustaining water of the distant oasis. Maybe it would be good to go home, he
mused; to surrender to the hostile glares of his nearest neighbours. But Noah was stubborn, doggedly so, and was still determined to make his farm in this barren valley filled with so much
potential. He remembered, all so clearly, the stir that their arrival
at the oasis had caused all those years before. His wife’s name
literally meant ‘beautiful’ or ‘pleasant’ and Naamah lived up to
her name.

The men who ruled the oasis seemed well pleased to welcome
weary travellers. As is often the way of it, that first evening around
the fire pit was filled with conversations and questions, everyone
eager to find points of connection, who had relatives in common, who knew their families. Noah had already noted the presence of three of the ‘taller-men’sitting back from the firepit,
those believed by many to be offspring of the sons of the gods
and the daughters of men. Their silent presence unsettled Noah
especially as their eyes so often shifted to stare hungrily at
Naamah.

The chief of the oasis was an older man, who carried the traditional stick of authority, but it soon became clear that any decision that Noah would seek about his future plans would have to
be cleared by these silent watchers. Naamah feigned tiredness
as the night drew in and Noah and she went outside the camp
to set up their tents. Neither of them slept a wink as they listened,
with growing unease, to the raucous and riotous activity at the
oasis. Just before dawn, he heard the approaching footfall of
the taller-men, his hand moving instinctively to the three metal
spikes he had laid near the door of his tent. The unwelcome visitors demanded that Noah pay them a special price for the privilege of sleeping so near the oasis. Placing a protective arm over
Naamah’s shoulders and showing a lot more courage than his
quaking body felt, he asked what price was expected. ‘To be so
near the water would cost much more than two such wandering
nomads could afford’, sneered the leader, his eyes leering at
Naamah, ‘But we are reasonable hosts, water in these parts
means life, so we would expect your woman to give herself to us
or to die of thirst!’ Noah’s grip tightened on the three spikes hidden behind his robes, however his mind was not looking for violence but for a way to calm this threatening situation. ‘Then’, he
replied carefully, ‘we will not trouble you anymore but take ourselves to the furthest point of this valley so we will not remove any
of your water from you’. Another of the taller-men sneered ‘that
would bring you to the very edge of the dark forest of the west,
there you would find no water save that which is poisoned by
those cursed trees’. Quick as a flash Noah dropped his spikes
and walked with purpose to the speaker, holding out his hand.

the Accursed, we would not want to put you in any danger, were
you to cause her any harm. So we will drive our stakes halfway
between here and the forest, just to ensure that none of your
kinfolk should inadvertently wander too close’.
The faces of all three taller-men blanched at the mention of Cain
the Accursed. They were suddenly all too willing to accept
Noah’s terms, and to quickly remove themselves from the taint
and risk of death. As Noah picked up his three metal spikes he
called after them ‘Remind your fellows that the curse of Cain
awaits all those who would do us harm!’
Note: Genesis 6 makes mention of ‘Nephilim’ an unknown tribe of
Giants who roamed the earth before the flood. In this story I refer
to them as ‘taller-men’.

Room/House to Rent
Room/House for rent Quinn's Road, Shankill
D18. Reasonable rent.
Contact Arthur on 087-689 4586
Email arthur4tune@yahoo.co.uk.
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The Women’s World Day of Prayer service for 2021 has been
prepared by the women of Vanuatu. This is a South Pacific
Island Nation made up of some 80 separate islands with a
population of approximately 300,000 people.
As we are obviously unable to hold our normal service in
Bray (or indeed anywhere in Ireland) this year on Friday or
Saturday March 5th or 6th, RTE have agreed to televise the
service on Sunday 28th February at 11 am.
I hope those of you who have always supported us as
we’ve celebrated this annual service around all the
different churches in Bray will be able to watch it.
Thank you,

Fran
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Lighten our Darkness Festival.

What started out as an elaborate notion to project images onto the
darkened walls of our beautiful Church during Advent, became
something simpler and much more profound. Thanks to the creative
genius of David Salmon, silhouettes were designed, produced and
painted in a sequential way to re-tell the journey to Bethlehem. For all
its simplicity in concept and design, the impact was significant. People
of all ages arranged their evening walks past the Church to see what
character was next. Families would bring their children to play around
the silhouettes, a source of great joy and excitement to behold. The
daily stories on Facebook and our website helped people to reflect
deeper on what it might have been like over 2000 years ago to live
through such a seismic moment in history. Our thanks to everyone who
made the festival such a success, especially David McNerney who
designed the poster, Michele who managed the Facebook updates,
and Tracey who typed tirelessly the stories that emerged in the early
hours of the morning.
Also our thanks to Hilary and Sally (and their work bubble) who
decorated the Church so beautifully before Advent began. Also to the
McCleane family for decorating the Porch Tree. Well done everyone.

Baden
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Annual Register of Vestry Persons 2021
Every year we revise our register of Parishioners. If you are new to
the Parish, or have reached the age of 18, you are entitled to become a registered member of the parish.
(This entitles you to vote at the annual Easter Vestry meeting and
is quite different from being a member of the Select Vestry!) To
register, please fill out the form below and return via email.
If you would like to check if you are on the Parish Register, please
contact the Parish Office at christchurchbray@gmail.com
Revision of Parish Register
Declaration Form for New Registered Vestry Members
To be returned to the Church Wardens
I (Name): ______________________________________
Of (Address)
_______________________________________________________
Solemnly swear that I am member of the Church of Ireland and
that I am a resident/accustomed member (delete as applicable) of the congregation of Christ Church, Bray, that I am over
18 years of age and that I am not now registered elsewhere as
a resident/accustomed member of a congregation of the
Church of Ireland.
Signature _____________________________
Date ____________________
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Walking with Jesus in the Wilderness

We are inviting you to join us during Lent 2021. While we cannot be together, Lay Readers from the length and breadth of the United Dioceses of Dublin & Glendalough have gathered virtually to provide a
thought for the day online.
Entitled ‘Walking with Jesus in the Wilderness’, the series of short reflections will be posted daily on the United Dioceses of Dublin and Glendalough YouTube channel (subscribe now so as not to miss a post) and
will also be available on the Diocesan Website, Facebook
page and Twitter.
Archbishop Michael Jackson will begin the series on Ash Wednesday,
February 17, and will provide weekly reflections on Sundays throughout
Lent. The Diocesan Readers will take over from Mondays to Saturdays
providing hopeful reflections and prayers for our times based on the
readings for each day until Maundy Thursday, April 1.
Commending the new online series, Archbishop Jackson commented:
“Extended periods of Lockdown offer few opportunities, not least when
we find ourselves coming to terms with successive Lockdowns. There is
every likelihood that once again The Season of Lent will be in Lockdown.”
The easiest way to get each day’s reflection is to subscribe to the Diocesan YouTube channel “The United Dioceses of Dublin and Glendalough”
David Reynolds will take part on 8th March and 26th March.

When Covid-19 Comes to Call
The first feelings on realising that Covid-19 might have breached what
we thought were strong defences, was a deep sense of panic. What if
I’ve passed it on to someone else? What about those in the household
who are at risk of complications due to underlying conditions? What if
one or more of us end up in hospital? The simple reality is we have no
idea how we got Covid, we had gone into semi-hibernation after Christmas and apart from necessary trips for petrol and groceries had hardly
left home. Our contact tracer was actually surprised how few close contacts we had had apart from each other. It was shocking how quickly
the virus spread within our household. The first symptoms appeared
around lunchtime on Sunday 3rd, and within 24 hours all of us were showing symptoms. This necessitated three separate trips to the test centre in
Wicklow, spread over 12 hours, with many of the same people meeting
us at the carpark and guiding us to the test cubicle with the same level
of calm, efficient and kind interaction, literally from morning to night.
The twenty-four-hour wait for results was filled with mixed emotions as we
rationalised how it couldn’t be Covid, while dreading the implications of
positive results. The first texts confirming two cases in our household
shocked us and set off the practical processes of letting family, friends
and then our wider community know. It was almost a strange sense of
relief to have a diagnosis. The uncertainty was over. All we could do was
get on with the realities. At this stage it was clear that we had much to
be thankful for. Our symptoms were mild, very mild for some. Luke, who
had contracted Covid in November was still immune and could (with
sensible adherence to the restrictions) get necessary groceries and
medicines. Having said that we are immensely grateful to everyone who
offered and delivered all manner of goodies and specific acts of kindness during our quarantine. We are also thankful that we had each other to look out for one another. My heart genuinely goes out to those
who have had to go through this alone.
As most of us began to improve, it was clear (and almost inevitable)
that my symptoms began to deteriorate. The persistent dry cough
brought breathlessness and a worryingly high temperature which in turn
brought weird dreams and broken sleep. Two nights in particular stood
out as being quite scary, especially with the breathlessness but thankfully the symptoms eased from then on. The recovery can be slow and
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fraught with anxiety. Every cough is analysed, every prevailing symptom
is monitored. There are no words to describe the change in taste and
smell which I can only liken to inhaling some sicky searing fumes of paraffin and tasting its equivalent. The sheer joy in recent days of tasting
food again and breathing in snow ladened breaths of fresh air has
been gloriously refreshing.
I am really looking forward to a gentle return to ministry over the coming
days. These last twelve months have taught all of us to take nothing for
granted, to appreciate each day as a gift, and to live life to the full. As I
look back over the past three weeks I am struck at how much has
changed: My muscle tone- such as it was - has all but disappeared,
short walks are exhausting. I lost a stone in that time (a radical new way
of dieting!!). I also grew a beard as the process of shaving proved too
exhausting. However, I do have to say that while I haven’t been able to
focus on bible reading and praying, knowing how many of you were
praying for us was humbling and such a blessing. I really enjoyed the
Sunday services led by David. They lifted my soul and inspired me to
keep going. We are so blessed to have so many choir recordings, we
are also blessed to have such a strong sense of community and care for
one another.
Shalom

Baden
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Historical Videos
We have found many ways of keeping ourselves busy during lockdown. Albert Hill was having a clear-out when he discovered some
VHS tapes of interest to Christ Church folk. His son-in-law Odhran
kindly transferred them to a memory stick, and they are now available to view.
Thanks are due also to Rev David Godfrey for confirming the dates
and especially to Heather Godfrey for heading into the attic to retrieve his diaries. And thanks also to Bruce Chandler for crosschecking the Parish Archives.

Sunday 28th June 1987 This was a service of Holy Communion broadcast live from RTÉ. Rev Austin Carry held
the fort in Bray.

Sunday 26th June 1988 Again, a service of Holy Communion broadcast live from RTÉ. Rev Ginnie Kennerley
was in Bray that day.

Tommy Mason – 50 years ringing The third video is a
celebration of Tommy Mason’s 50 years of ringing, celebrated on New Year’s Eve, 31st December 1992

All three now available via the christchurchbray.ie website – go to
the Live Stream and click Video.
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Staying Connected
Our Communication team have developed a
great church sign with details of how to connect with our online services. Using QR code
technology, passers-by can simply scan the
code and be linked immediately to our website.
The wonders of modern technology!!
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Gains and Losses
When we ponder on this long time of pandemic, very often and
understandably so, what comes to mind are the things which we
have lost.
We have lost the ability to join family and friends for meals or
even just for a cup of coffee.
We long for the hugs of family and friends, to hear their stories
and share their joys.
We have lost the ability to travel and wonder at scenes so
different from our everyday vistas.
We cannot meet to worship together, to share prayer or to share
communion.
We miss the custard cream, the chat and the cuppa after our
service.
We pine to make music together, for the chance to sing in
harmony with friends, to raise our voices in the delight of words
and music.
We weep at our lost chances to mourn together and to comfort
those who are grieving.
We look with pain on the recordings of nurses and doctors
struggling to keep people alive.
Our lives have been upended. We are tossed out of our comfort
zones like dice in a cup. We are overcome and find it hard to
know how to respond to what is happening.
Avoiding people, being masked is certainly a loss, a loss of
everyday communication.
How we long to return to the everyday, the ‘normal’ the things
which we took for granted as part of our daily existence.
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Can their be any gains, any positives in this situation?
Have we improved our ability to manipulate technology? Well,
zooming used to just mean being in a hurry. Isn’t there a character in one of the comics who zooms? Yes, I just looked it up. Billy
Whizz in the Beano was always zooming!
Now I know that I may not always enjoy the experience of being
on a Zoom call but I certainly know how to do it.
I have joined several online classes, one on women’s suffrage,
another on Golden Age detective fiction and now I am looking
forward to an online trip around historic parts of Dublin. All that
sitting does little for the size of my posterior though so out I go for
another walk.
We are very lucky here in Bray to have so many beautiful 5km
strolls available to us. You can even have a takeaway coffee on
your journey (I know takeaway cups are horrible but the coffee is
tasty!)
Is that it? Have we gained nothing else? Perhaps we are more at
ease in our own company. I know that I spend a lot of time in my
own company. We have time for reflection, to listen rather than
always to speak.
For some life lived remotely is far busier than ever with home
schooling and holding down a job at the same time.
Will life ever be the same? Should we wish to return to normal?
Perhaps we need to think about a forward momentum where we
are more in tune with nature and with each other. I think though
that although there are many losses, we can see some gains and
some glimmering of hope for a future where we will relish every
small, everyday occurrence.

Carol
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Local History Society Lectures February 2021
Due to the current Government restrictions on public meetings
and gatherings, the maintenance of social distancing and the
avoidance of non-essential travel to prevent the spread of
Covid-19, all lectures and meetings of local history societies
remain cancelled/suspended.
Wednesday 24th at 8 p.m.: Cathy Scuffil will present a talk on
‘Dublin's Housing Crisis in Revolutionary Times 1915-1923.’ Free for access details email: olddublinsociety@gmail.com.
Publications
‘Irish Servicewomen in the Great War: From Western Front to
Roaring Twenties’ by Barbara Walsh, published by Pen and
Sword History, an imprint of Pen and Sword Books, hb, ills, 206
pages, ISBN 978-1-52676-794-3.
Facing a massive manpower shortage on the Western Front,
the Women’s Auxiliary Army Corps (WAAC) was raised by the
British army in 1917 to release soldiers working as cooks,
waiters, in domestic service duties and administrative/clerical/
support roles for active service and replace them with women
by this special organisation covering six areas - Clerical, Cooks
and Domestic staff, Motor Transport staff, Storehouse women,
checkers, and unskilled work but telephone and postal services
and miscellaneous services not covered by the above. There
was also a special section engaged in top secret cryptanalysis
attached to Army Intelligence.
Although these WAAC servicewomen had no military rank, they
were allocated a service number while their supervisors had
titles such as forewoman, assistant supervisor and supervisor but
not military officer commissions or service numbers, with all
subject to a disciplinary code which saw offenders liable to
fines or loss of privileges.
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Recruitment in Ireland commenced on July 26th 1917 after a
notice in the Irish Times announced that ‘Local labour exchanges
will register recruits’ and once an applicant’s references and
interview fulfilled the necessary requirement, the enrolment
process was completed and after a completing a basic 4-week
training course were then sent to the Western Front or other
locations in Britain if they opted to be ‘mobile’ or remained in
Ireland if they opted for ‘at home’, the two categories of service
available with the various reasons what motivated individuals to
join up is discussed by the author.

Several chapters focus on the various women who joined this
organisation, who they were, where they came from and what
drew them to this organisation and the nature of their duties. Most
women who came from the Post Office served with the Royal
Engineers as telephone operators and telegraphers to maintain
the ever increasing volume of communications traffic on the
Western Front. But there was a significant wrangle between the
Post Office and the Army over the recruitment of female
switchboard operators and telegraphers, their terms of service,
rates of pay and other issues before the Post Office would release
them for service and once these women reached the Western
Front, they had to adapt to working 24-hour continuous shifts
along with the other rigours of service but wore the Royal
Engineers brassard with their uniform to denote their status.
The author graphically portray what it was like for these women
to serve and work on the Western Front living in spartan quarters
on a dormitory basis and at times enduring a very monotonous
diet but in their off duty time engaged in gardening and musical
entertainments and some sightseeing within the limits allowed to
them. When the American Expeditionary Force (AEF) arrived in
France in April 1918, some members of the WAAC were
transferred to it in order ‘to show the ropes’ to the American
women serving with it. How many WAAC Irishwomen were
transferred to the AEF is unknown though the author cites the
example of forewoman clerk Katherine Fitzpatrick who rose the
rank of assistant administrator with them.
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When the Armistice was signed in November 1918, members had
to wait to be discharged back to civilian life, sometimes
delayed by the dead hand of military bureaucracy this as some
were need to process the discharges of men. Others were
denied service medals because they had not sufficient service in
France prior to the Armistice even though they were not
discharged until 1919 or 1920.
Once back in civilian life, these women tried to resume and make
new careers for themselves or opted to travel overseas on
Assisted Emigration Passage Schemes to Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, and other Colonial countries to make new lives for
themselves. Readers are provided four fascinating case studies Martha Hanna (1891-1969) from Armagh, who went to Australia;
Winifred Dennett (1890-1987) from Hampshire, who also moved to
Australia; Matilda (Tilly) Nevin) (1896-1982) from Ballymoney,
County Antrim, who returned to Ireland, and Mary (Mollie) Crook
from Lancashire.
These case studies show how adaptable these women were to
changing circumstances, had the ability to take on new
challenges, and got on with the business of living life to the full.
This book comes with several appendices covering the roles they
were expected to fill, the types of communications equipment
used and where it was located.
This is a truly remarkable and fascinating book, clear, precise,
superbly illustrated, and with an easy to follow narrative,
highlights a little known and overlooked essential role played
by Irish women in the First World War.

James Scannell
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Church Services for February and March 2021

Sunday 14th February

11am Morning Prayer

Ash Wednesday 17th February

11am A Service of Reflection

Sunday 21st February

11am Morning Prayer

Sunday 28th February

11am Family Service

Sunday 7th March

11am Holy Communion

Sunday 14th March

11am

Morning

Prayer

for

Mothering Sunday
Wednesday 17th March

11am St Patrick’s Day online service

Sunday 21st March

11am Morning Prayer

Palm Sunday 28th March

11am Family Service

Holy Week and Easter 2021
Wednesday 31st March

8pm Evening Prayer

Maundy Thursday 1st April

8pm Holy Communion and Tenebrae

Good Friday 2nd April

Bray Head Stations of the Cross
2pm Good Friday Vigil
8pm A Service of the Passion

Easter Sunday 4th April

6am

Bray

Churches

Together

Easter Sunrise Service
11am Holy Communion
Sunday 11th April

11am Morning Prayer

Until further notice all services are online only via our website
www.christchurchbray.ie. Keep an eye on the website for updates on
services and COVID-19 related restrictions.
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